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Codices Latini Antiquiores - E. A. Lowe 1950
Antiques Frame - Barbara Allan 2017-05-01
An auction house becomes a crime scene in this rollicking mystery starring an “amusingly ditzy duo”
(Kirkus Reviews). With their reality TV series, Antiques Sleuths, Brandy Borne and her quaintly kooky
mother, Vivian, have a real hit on their hands. But when the bidding turns deadly, Brandy finds herself
ornately framed for murder. Aided only by Sushi, their loyal shih tzu, and police dog Rocky, the wacky
mother-and-daughter sleuthing team races to determine how an empty antique frame can hold a deadly
portrait, before they become the subjects of another masterpiece of murder. Includes Brandy Borne’s tips
on investing in antiques! Praise for Barbara Allan and the Trash ‘n’ Treasures Mysteries! “If you delight in
the absurd and enjoy manic humor, you’ll treasure the Trash ‘n’ Treasure mysteries.” —Mystery Scene “The
characters, both primary and secondary, shine with brassy humor.”—Publishers Weekly
Antiques Fate - Barbara Allan 2016-04-26
A village festival offers a Shakespeare play, an antiques sale—and a murder: “Surely one of the funniest
cozy series going.”—Ellery Queen Mystery Magazine Brandy Borne’s exceedingly eccentric mother, Vivian,
has been invited to perform her one-woman interpretation of “the Scottish play” (sometimes called
Macbeth)—with different hats for different characters—at the neighboring town of Old York's annual fête.
The weekend festival celebrates the quaint village's English flavor. Brandy, sensing a possible theatrical
disaster, and savvy shih tzu Sushi, sensing possible doggy treats, tag along with the scene-stealing
septuagenarian. As soon as they arrive in the cozy hamlet, tragedy strikes: the theater owner drops dead
onstage while giving Vivian the grand tour. That wasn't in the script and before they know it, Brandy and
Vivian are entangled in a progressively perilous murder plot. Besides the cream teas and Chippendale
chairs, it seems there are skeletons lurking among Old York's charming pubs and enticing antiques stalls …
When a second victim turns up mysteriously murdered, the dynamic duo knows they've got to step into the
spotlight. But the remorseless killer seems to be well rehearsed for the Borne girls…and won't leave even
the smallest detail of their demise to fête! “Brandy and her eccentric mother make a hilarious team of
snoops.”—Joan Hess Includes Brandy Borne's tips on antiques fairs!
The World We Found - Thrity Umrigar 2012-01-03
“Stunning . . . . This is a novel that rewards reading, and even re-reading. The World We Found is a
powerful meditation.” —Boston Globe Thrity Umrigar, acclaimed author of The Space Between Us and The
Weight of Heaven, returns with a breathtaking new novel—a skillfully wrought, emotionally resonant story
of four women and the indelible friendship they share As university students in late 1970s Bombay, Armaiti,
Laleh, Kavita, and Nishta were inseparable. Spirited and unconventional, they challenged authority and
fought for a better world. But over the past thirty years, the quartet has drifted apart, the day-to-day
demands of work and family tempering the revolutionary fervor they once shared. Then comes devastating
news: Armaiti, who moved to America, is gravely ill and wants to see the old friends she left behind. For
Laleh, reunion is a bittersweet reminder of unfulfilled dreams and unspoken guilt. For Kavita, it is an
admission of forbidden passion. For Nishta, it is the promise of freedom from a bitter, fundamentalist
husband. And for Armaiti, it is an act of acceptance, of letting go on her own terms. The World We Found is
a dazzling masterwork from the remarkable Thrity Umrigar, offering an unforgettable portrait of modern
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India while it explores the enduring bonds of friendship and the power of love to change lives.
The Story Hour - Thrity Umrigar 2014-08-19
“Thrity Umrigar has an uncanny ability to look deeply into the human heart and find the absolute truth of
our lives. The Story Hour is stunning and beautiful. Lakshmi and Maggie will stay with readers for a very
long time.” — Luis Alberto Urrea, author of The Hummingbird's Daughter From the critically beloved,
bestselling author of The World We Found and The Space Between Us, whom the New York Times Book
Review calls a “perceptive and... piercing writer,” comes a profound, heartbreakingly honest novel about
friendship, family, secrets, forgiveness, and second chances. An experienced psychologist, Maggie carefully
maintains emotional distance from her patients. But when she meets a young Indian woman who tried to
kill herself, her professional detachment disintegrates. Cut off from her family in India, Lakshmi is
desperately lonely and trapped in a loveless marriage to a domineering man who limits her world to their
small restaurant and grocery store. Moved by her plight, Maggie treats Lakshmi in her home office for free,
quickly realizing that the despondent woman doesn’t need a shrink; she needs a friend. Determined to
empower Lakshmi as a woman who feels valued in her own right, Maggie abandons protocol, and soon
doctor and patient have become close friends. But while their relationship is deeply affectionate, it is also
warped by conflicting expectations. When Maggie and Lakshmi open up and share long-buried secrets, the
revelations will jeopardize their close bond, shake their faith in each other, and force them to confront
painful choices.
Hacking Sales - Max Altschuler 2016-05-16
Stay ahead of the sales evolution with a more efficient approach to everything Hacking Sales helps you
transform your sales process using the next generation of tools, tactics and strategies. Author Max
Altschuler has dedicated his business to helping companies build modern, efficient, high tech sales
processes that generate more revenue while using fewer resources. In this book, he shows you the most
effective changes you can make, starting today, to evolve your sales and continually raise the bar. You’ll
walk through the entire sales process from start to finish, learning critical hacks every step of the way. Find
and capture your lowest-hanging fruit at the top of the funnel, build massive lead lists using ICP and TAM,
utilize multiple prospecting strategies, perfect your follow-ups, nurture leads, outsource where
advantageous, and much more. Build, refine, and enhance your pipeline over time, close deals faster, and
use the right tools for the job—this book is your roadmap to fast and efficient revenue growth. Without a
reliable process, you’re disjointed, disorganized, and ultimately, underperforming. Whether you’re building
a sales process from scratch or looking to become your company’s rock star, this book shows you how to
make it happen. Identify your Ideal Customer and your Total Addressable Market Build massive lead lists
and properly target your campaigns Learn effective hacks for messaging and social media outreach
Overcome customer objections before they happen The economy is evolving, the customer is evolving, and
sales itself is evolving. Forty percent of the Fortune 500 from the year 2000 were absent from the Fortune
500 in the year 2015, precisely because they failed to evolve. Today’s sales environment is very much a
“keep up or get left behind” paradigm, but you need to do better to excel. Hacking Sales shows you how to
get ahead of everyone else with focused effort and the most effective approach to modern sales.
You're Not as Crazy as I Thought (But You're Still Wrong) - Phil Neisser 2012-04
Two authors with opposing political views debate the most pressing issues of today.
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A Sensory Approach to the Curriculum - Judy Davis 2001
First Published in 2001. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
The Summer House - Lauren K. Denton 2020-06-02
It's never too late to start over. The Summer House weaves Lauren K. Denton’s inviting Southern charm
around a woman’s journey to find herself in a small beach town—with a little help from the local retirement
community. Lily Bishop wakes up one morning to find a good-bye note and divorce papers from her
husband on the kitchen counter. Having just moved to Alabama for his job only weeks before, Lily is
devastated. New to town and knowing no one, Lily finds herself in desperate need of a job and a new place
to live. When Lily hears that a hair stylist is needed at small retirement community, she decides to apply.
Rose Carrigan built the small retirement village of Safe Harbor years ago—just before her husband ran off
with his assistant. Now she runs a tight ship, making sure the residents follow her strict rules. Rose keeps
everyone at arm’s length, including her own family. But when Lily shows up asking for a job and a place to
live, Rose’s cold exterior begins to thaw. Lily and Rose form an unlikely friendship, and Lily’s salon soon
becomes the place where the colorful residents share town gossip and a few secrets. Lily soon finds herself
drawn to Rose’s nephew, Rawlins—a single dad and shrimper who’s had some practice at starting
over—and one of the residents may be carrying a torch for Rose as well. Neither Lily nor Rose is where she
expected to be, but the summer makes them both wonder if there’s more to life and love than what they’ve
experienced so far. The Summer House is a: Cozy novel full of charm and heart that’s perfect vacation
reading Celebration of new beginnings, friendship, and family Sweet, clean romance set on the Gulf Coast
“The perfect summer read! Situated on the Alabama Gulf Coast, you’ll feel the sun, taste the salt, and linger
with new friends—you won’t want to leave. And with lyrical prose and rich characters, The Summer House
is a beautifully poignant reminder that we are never too young to find a good place to stand nor too old to
start over.”—Katherine Reay, bestselling author of The Printed Letter Bookshop and Dear Mr. Knightley
The Secret of Dreadwillow Carse - Brian Farrey 2017-05-02
A princess and a peasant girl embark on a dangerous quest to outwit a warning foretelling the fall of the
Monarchy. In the center of the verdant Monarchy lies Dreadwillow Carse, a desolate bog the people of the
land do their best to ignore. Little is known about it except an ominous warning: If any monarch enters
Dreadwillow Carse, then the Monarchy will fall. Twelve-year-old Princess Jeniah yearns to know what the
marsh could conceal that might topple her family’s thousand-year reign. After a chance meeting, Princess
Jeniah strikes a secret deal with Aon, a girl from a nearby village: Aon will explore the Carse on the
princess’s behalf, and Jeniah will locate Aon’s missing father. But when Aon doesn’t return from the Carse,
a guilt-stricken Jeniah must try and rescue her friend—even if it means risking the entire Monarchy. In this
thrilling modern fairytale, Brian Farrey has created an exciting new world where friendship is more
powerful than fate and the most important thing is to question everything.
Path of the Assassin - Kazuo Koike 2008
Hattori Hanzo is a master ninja whose duty is to protect Tokugawa Ieyasu, the shogun who will eventually
unite Japan into one nation.
First Darling of the Morning - Thrity Umrigar 2009-10-06
“[Umrigar] communicates her childhood longing for a cohesive family in deeply felt portraits of those she
loves. . . . It is this combination of personal revelation and empathetic observation that makes Umrigar’s
memoir so appealing.”— Washington Post Book World From the bestselling author of The Space Between
Us and If Today Be Sweet comes a sensitive, beautifully written memoir of Thrity Umrigar’s youth in India,
told with the honesty and guilelessness that only a child’s point of view could provide. In a series of
incredibly poignant stories, Thrity Umrigar traces the arc of her Bombay childhood and adolescence—from
her earliest memories growing up in a middle-class Parsi household to her eventual departure for the U.S.
at age 21. Her emotionally charged scenes take an unflinching look at family issues once considered
unspeakable—including intimate secrets, controversial political beliefs, and the consequences of child
abuse. Punishments and tempered hopes, struggles and small successes all weave together in this
evocative, unforgettable coming-of-age tale. First Darling of the Morning also offers readers a fascinating
glimpse at the 1960s and 70s Bombay of Umrigar’s memories. Two coming-of-age stories collide in this
memoir—one of a small child, and one of a nation.
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A Death In Zamora - Ramón Sender Barayón 2019-04-04
A gripping personal account of the Spanish Civil War, this memoir is also the story of a man discovering his
roots. The author's parents were separated in the confusion of the war, and his mother jailed and eventually
assassinated by a fascist execution squad in her hometown of Zamora when the author was just a small
child. He and his baby sister were reared by a foster mother in the United States, and he did not return to
Spain for another four decades. The death of his mother, Amparo, was cloaked in secrecy, deepened by his
father's refusal to disclose any information about her. Finally, at the ago of forty-six, after his father's
death, and with his wife Judith's assistances as translator, he traveled back to his native land to retrace the
events leading to his mother's extrajudicial killing via interviews with family and family friends. A Death in
Zamora has all the drama and tension of a good mystery, all the more engrossing because the events it
recounts are so shameful and so true. In addition to the personal tragedy of his mother, we learn first hand
of the horrific suffering that many other Spanish women experienced at the hands of Generalissimo Franco
and his depraved followers. Ramón Sender Barayón, son of the Spanish novelist-in-exile Ramón J. Sender,
enjoys various careers as composer, author, artist, communitarian, and proud father of three sons.
Published titles include Zero Weather, a future fantasy; A Planetary Sojourn, his collected essays and
articles; Home Free Home, a lengthy history of two open-door rural communes. He lives in San Francisco
with his wife, Judith Levy-Sender, a retired public high school teacher, artist and human rights activist,
whose fluency with Spanish made this book possible. This book describes a son's search in the 1980s Spain
for his birth mother's story through interviews with family members and childhood friends. With his wife
Judith as translator, the author returned to Zamora 48 years after he and his sister were evacuated from
the fascist zone to France after their mother had been imprisoned for several months and then shot. First
published hard cover in 1989 by The University of New Mexico Press to reviews in the New York Times and
other dailies. An updated Spanish edition launched in Madrid in 2018. This new English edition includes
these updates and appendices.
The Rebel's Redemption - Jolyse Barnett 2015-07-07
Jeremy Engel has managed to claw his way back from the dark depths of personal hell. He’s now a
successful comic book author and working on his second book. But when the woman he met while on a rare
getaway—the one he hasn’t been able to forget—opens a shop in his neck of the woods, he thinks he’s even
learned to trust and hope again. Elizabeth Desmond is determined to make a success of her shop in the
Adirondack tourist town of Lake Placid. And just when she thinks it can’t get any better, the mysterious
stranger she kissed on a moonlit resort beach walks back into her life. But when Jeremy’s old demons
return, it’s up to Elizabeth to show him they’re not so different after all… Summer in New York
seriesBook 1: His Touch by Patty BlountBook 2: His Kiss by Jolyse BarnettBook 3: His Love by Jennifer
Gracen
Twintuition: Double Dare - Tia Mowry 2017-05-09
From TV stars Tia and Tamera Mowry comes Double Dare, the third book in their popular Twintuition
series about the super-special—and sometimes supernatural—bond between sisters! Identical twins Cassie
and Caitlyn Waters may be able to see into the future, but with a teacher who suspects they have powers
waiting to catch them midvision and the grandmother they just met in town to teach them how to better
control what they foresee, the last thing they need is more trouble. Luckily, a class-wide game of Truth or
Dare has begun and the twins are having fun competing. When a vision shows the girls’ friend getting hurt,
Cassie and Caitlyn know that they’re the only ones who can prevent it.
Everybody's Son - Thrity Umrigar 2017-06-06
“Everybody’s Son probes directly into the tender spots of race and privilege in America. . . . With assured
prose and deep insight into the human heart, Umrigar explores the moral gray zone of what parents, no
matter their race, will do for love.” — Celeste Ng, author of Everything I Never Told You During a terrible
heat wave in 1991—the worst in a decade—ten-year-old Anton has been locked in an apartment in the
projects, alone, for seven days, without air conditioning or a fan. With no electricity, the refrigerator and
lights do not work. Hot, hungry, and desperate, Anton shatters a window and climbs out. Cutting his leg on
the broken glass, he is covered in blood when the police find him. Juanita, his mother, is discovered in a
crack house less than three blocks away, nearly unconscious and half-naked. When she comes to, she
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repeatedly asks for her baby boy. She never meant to leave Anton—she went out for a quick hit and was
headed right back, until her drug dealer raped her and kept her high. Though the bond between mother
and son is extremely strong, Anton is placed with child services while Juanita goes to jail. The Harvardeducated son of a US senator, Judge David Coleman is a scion of northeastern white privilege. Desperate to
have a child in the house again after the tragic death of his teenage son, David uses his power and
connections to keep his new foster son, Anton, with him and his wife, Delores—actions that will have
devastating consequences in the years to come. Following in his adopted family’s footsteps, Anton, too,
rises within the establishment. But when he discovers the truth about his life, his birth mother, and his
adopted parents, this man of the law must come to terms with the moral complexities of crimes committed
by the people he loves most.
Ares - Felicity Heaton 2016-11-26
Prince of the Underworld and Lord of Fire, Ares was banished from his home by his father, Hades, two
centuries ago and given a new duty and purpose—to keep our world and his from colliding in a calamity
foreseen by the Moirai. Together with his six brothers, he fights to defend the gates to the Underworld from
daemons bent on breaching them and gaining entrance to that forbidden land, striving to protect his home
from their dark influence. Caged by the manifestation of his power, held apart from those he loves by his
own fire and starved of physical contact, Ares lives a cold existence driven by duty and the desire to return
to his world. Until his world collides with a daemon who steals his power and a mortal female who shatters
the ice around his heart and awakens the true fire within him—a soul-stirring passion both dangerous and
seductive. Megan has wandered far from her home, driven from everyone she loves by the devastating
realisation that she is different to them all. Unsure who to trust in the world, she keeps to herself, until a
fateful stormy night brings a temptingly handsome warrior crashing into her life and into her heart—a
warrior who seems to hold powers more frightening and marvellous than her own. When the New York gate
comes under threat, and Ares is put to the test, will he choose his duty and regain the power he needs in
order to save his world or will he choose the desires of his heart and sacrifice his fire so he can be with the
woman becoming his whole world? Ares is the first novel in the Guardians of Hades Romance series. This
paranormal romance features a Greek god of fire who just lost his power, a mortal heroine who is more
than meets the eye, and a cast of sizzling Greek god brothers determined to protect the Underworld and
their father Hades, plus lots of action and adventure--and steamy scenes! All Guardians of Hades books
have no cliffhangers, a guaranteed happily ever after, and some strong language. Enjoy! Grab your copy
today and step into an action-packed paranormal romance world filled with mythology and mystery from
New York Times and USA Today best-selling paranormal romance author Felicity Heaton. Be swept up in
the story and characters as the princes of the Underworld fight to protect their world and ours, and the
women who claim their hearts, from an enemy bent on destroying everything in the Guardians of Hades
romance series: Book 1: Ares Book 2: Valen Book 3: Esher Book 4: Marek Book 5: Calistos Book 6: Daimon
Book 7: Keras Book 8: Thanatos Book 9: Hades - Coming Soon! keywords: paranormal, paranormal
romance, paranormal romance books for adults, Greek gods, greek gods romance, gods romance,
immortals, immortal romance, Greek mythology, Greek myths, fantasy romance, alpha hero, strong heroine,
action, long series, adventure, no cliffhangers, guaranteed HEA, happily ever after, first in series
Cheater - Rachel Van Dyken 2017-02-28
Lucas Thorn wasn't born a cheater. All it took was a single moment--say, a certain disastrous incident on
the night before his wedding--and boom. Reputation destroyed forever and always. So now he owns it. He
has a lady friend for every night of the week (except Sundays--God's day and all), and his rules are simple:
No commitments. No exceptions. But a certain smart-mouthed, strawberry blonde vixen is about to blow
that all to hell. Avery Black has never forgiven Lucas for cheating on her sister. And suddenly being forced
to work with him is pretty much a nightmare on steroids. Of course, it does afford her the opportunity to
make his life as difficult as possible. But no good revenge scheme comes without payback. Because he
didn't become the Lucas Thorn without learning a few things about women. Now Avery's lust for vengeance
has turned into, well, lust. And if Lucas stops cheating, it's definitely not because he's falling in love...
The Weight of Heaven - Thrity Umrigar 2009-04-14
From the bestselling author of THE SPACE BETWEEN US comes an emotionally-charged story about
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unexpected death, unhealed wounds, and the price one father will pay to protect himself from pain and loss.
“Powerful. . . . Twisty, brimming with dark humor and keen moral insight, The Weight of Heaven packs a
wallop on both a literary and emotional level. . . . Umrigar . . . is a descriptive master.” — Christian Science
Monitor From Thrity Umrigar, bestselling author of The Space Between Us, comes The Weight of Heaven.
In the rich tradition of the acclaimed works of Indian writers such as Rohinton Mistry, Akhil Sharma, Indra
Sinha, and Jhumpa Lahiri, The Weight of Heaven is an emotionally charged story about unexpected death,
unhealed wounds, and the price one father will pay to protect himself from pain and loss. Additionally, it
offers unique perspectives, both Indian and American, on the fragmented nature of globalized India.
A Package of Moods - Adam Bassett 2016-02-24
Stories are not told by one person. Royce Pharmaceuticals has released six new products: Happy, Affection,
Calm, Inspiration, Alert, and Lust-each applicable through a convenient adhesive patch. Shortly after their
release, Sara's mother begins to lose her battle against cancer. Her father begins to use Happy and Calm
just to make it through the day. A college graduate working at a coffee shop, a young nurse who relies on
Alert, a high school boy trying to do better than his parents, a businessman from Royce-everyone has a
story to tell, and each is beginning to entwine.
The Stray Shopping Carts of Eastern North America - Julian Montague 2006-05
A detailed classification system of abandoned shopping carts is accompanied by photographs of actual stray
carts in such settings as the Niagara River Gorge and a suburban field.
Lange Q&A Radiography Examination 9/E (EBOOK) - D. A. Saia 2012-03-23
1400+ Q&As and a test-simulating CD deliver unmatched preparation for the radiography
certification/recertification exam 4 STAR DOODY'S REVIEW! "This is an excellent resource for radiography
student interns to use to prepare for the national registry. It poses a series of questions from each integral
portion of radiography and covers all the units thoroughly....This is a wonderful resource for students to use
to fully prepare for the exam....This is the best book around to prepare interns for the exam."--Doody's
Review Service LANGE Q&A: Radiography Examination, 9e provides radiography students and recertifying
radiographers with more than 1,400 registry-style questions with detailed answer explanations. Questions
are organized by topic area for focused study and the book also includes two comprehensive practice
exams. This ninth edition includes the ARRT examination content to be implemented in January 2012. Also
new is coverage of computed tomography (CT) technology within the chapters on radiation protection,
equipment, procedures, and CT imaging. Also included is an exam-simulating CD containing two complete
practice exams. Features Sections include Patient Care, Radiographic Procedures, Radiation Protection,
Image Production and Evaluation, and Equipment Operation and Maintenance Written by an author with
more than 35 years teaching experience Each question includes detailed explanation of correct and
incorrect answer options Companion CD features one complete practice exam
When I Carried You in My Belly - Thrity Umrigar 2017-04-04
Love Your Forever meets On the Night You Were Born in this heartwarming picture book about a mother's
love for her child. The special bond between a mother and her child begins well before the baby is born. But
once the baby is born and starts to grow into her own person, traits from both parents begin to show
themselves in delightful and humorous ways. When I Carried You in My Belly is a mother's song to her
growing daughter, capturing the warmth and magic of the time when her daughter was housed inside her
belly. The girl's laugh, her love of music, her sweet disposition, and her carefree attitude can all be traced
back to her time in her mother's tummy, when her mother would laugh, sing songs, eat yummy treats, and
dance the day away. Thrity Umrigar's lyrical and playful text are well complemented by Ziyue Chen's soft
and delightful illustrations, and together they create a sentimental and insightful book about the special
bond between parents and children. With a similar tone to On the Night You Were Born and the spirit of I
Loved You Before You Were Born, When I Carried You in My Belly is primed to become a new timeless
classic.
Butterfly in the Rain - James L. Neibaur 2016-02-25
On December 17, 1927 in Los Angeles, twelve year old Marion Parker, daughter of a prominent banker, was
called to the school office where a stranger told her that her father had been in an accident and that she
must leave with him right away. Fewer than 48 hours later, she was dead. What started as a tragic, but
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otherwise ordinary, kidnapping turned out to be a shocking murder by one of the period’s most twisted
killers, William Edward Hickman. James L. Neibaur takes a step into history, depicting how this abduction
was soon labeled the “crime of the century” and sparked a change in the nation’s attention to such cases.
With a media-driven nationwide manhunt, one of the biggest and most wide-ranging in California history,
and then a desperate attempt at sparing the killer’s life with the unfamiliar insanity plea, this infamous case
left the abduction and murder of Marion Parker to be etched into 1920s pop culture. The murder of Marion
Parker brought to light the unthinkable reality of child abduction. Neibaur resourcefully weaves together
the events surrounding the crime in the context of the contemporary culture and attitudes of the late 1920s,
covering the impact of the media’s first involvement in a criminal justice case, and how the admired notions
of the glamorized ‘20s were crushed by this ordinary family’s chilling reality.
Glory Road - Lauren K. Denton 2019-03-19
As three generations of women navigate the uncertain paths of their hearts and futures, one summer
promises to bring change—whether they’re ready for it or not. At thirty-eight, garden shop owner Jessie
McBride thinks her chances for romance are years behind her and, after her failed marriage, she’s fine with
that. She lives contentedly with her fiery mother and her quiet, headstrong daughter. But the unexpected
arrival of two men on Glory Road make her question if she’s really happy with the status quo. Handsome,
wealthy Sumner Tate asks her to arrange flowers for his daughter’s wedding, and Jessie finds herself drawn
to his continued attention. Ben Bradley, her lingering what-could-have-been from her high school days
who’s known her better than anyone and whom she hasn’t seen in years, moves back to the red dirt road.
Jessie finds her heart being pulled in directions she never expected. Meanwhile, Jessie’s fourteen-year-old
daughter, Evan, is approaching the start of high school and trying to navigate a new world of identity and
emotions—particularly as they relate to the cute new guy who’s moved in just down the road. At the same
time, Jessie’s mother, Gus, increasingly finds herself forgetful and faces a potentially frightening future. For
these three strong Southern women, the roots they’ve planted on Glory Road will give life to the adventures
waiting just around the curve. Praise for Glory Road: “Rich colorful characters capturing my heart,
combined with a story that kept me up till the wee hours, Glory Road is a perfect read. Lauren Denton has
done it again!” —Lisa Patton, bestselling author of Rush and Whistlin’ Dixie in a Nor’easter Stand-alone
Southern women’s fiction novel Book length: approximately 95,000 words Includes discussion questions for
book clubs
The Origins of Christianity - T. B. Strong 2019-03-07
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important, and is part of the knowledge base of
civilization as we know it. This work was reproduced from the original artifact, and remains as true to the
original work as possible. Therefore, you will see the original copyright references, library stamps (as most
of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world), and other notations in
the work. This work is in the public domain in the United States of America, and possibly other nations.
Within the United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or
corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work. As a reproduction of a historical artifact, this work may
contain missing or blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars believe, and we concur, that
this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the public. We
appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping
this knowledge alive and relevant.
One More Touch - Jolyse Barnett 2010
Surviving Reality - Russ Adams 2019-01-27
Author Russ Adams chronicles his experiences before, during, and after his time on a wildly popular Syfy
hit reality show. If you think you know reality television, you do not. Set aside the tension and the bias that
one assumes goes on behind-the-scenes and take it ten steps further.From producer jealousy to suicide rats,
this book is going to make you rethink what you thought you knew. You'll never watch a reality show the
same way again.
Curb Stomp #1 - Ryan Ferrier 2015-02-25
Three gangs. Five girls. No way out. Machete Betty leads a small gang of women under the self-appointed
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task of protecting their home of Old Beach, one of three boroughs surrounding a rich metropolitan city.
When Betty takes the life of a rival gang member in an act of self-defense, she sets off a chain reaction of
retaliation, gang warfare, and unlikely allies. It's up to the The Fever-Machete Betty, Derby Girl, Bloody
Mary, Daisy Chain, and Violet Volt-to defend their turf at all costs.
Hope on a Rope - Bill Paige 2017-05-15
Author examines hope through scriptures and personal anecdotes. Despite being tested, he never lost hope
Llewellyn's Complete Book of Lucid Dreaming - Clare R. Johnson 2017-10-08
Wake Up in Your Dreams and Live a Happier, More Lucid Life A lucid dream is a dream in which you
become aware that you're dreaming. It's a powerful opportunity to solve problems, create new possibilities,
take charge of your own healing, and explore the depths of reality. This book provides a range of practical
techniques and activities to help you bring the creativity and super-conscious awareness of lucid dreaming
into your life. Join international expert Clare R. Johnson as she shares the most up-to-date lucid dreaming
techniques on how to get and stay lucid, guide dreams, resolve nightmares, deepen creativity, and integrate
dream wisdom into everyday life. Drawing on cutting-edge science and psychology, this book is packed with
inspiring stories of life-changing lucid dreams and fascinating insights into topics such as the ethics of
dream sex, how to interact with lucid dream figures, and the nature of consciousness. Whether you're a
person who barely remembers your dreams or a lifelong lucid dreamer, this in-depth guide is the perfect
next step as you cultivate the power of lucid dreaming. Praise: "Dr. Clare Johnson has energetically led the
way in revealing the limitless practical and spiritual potential of lucid dreaming, so far-reaching it can
change the world. Her clearly-written book is destined to become essential reading for all those interested
in lucid dreaming. It points out the essential phenomena of lucid dreaming, and then amazes us by opening
its extraordinary major vistas to us, that reveal the true glory and limitless potential of our inner universe.
This is a significant book."—Dr. Keith Hearne, the scientist who provided the world's first proof of lucid
dreaming in 1975, and inventor of the world's first Dream Machine
Contact - D. Rebbitt 2017-06-28
The Imperial Survey Service has four levels of classification for the detection of non-human intelligence.
Level one is the most common, possible evidence of non-human intelligence. Level two, clear evidence of
non-human intelligence. Level three is verified signs of non-human intelligence. Level three has a very high
burden of proof, requiring verified artifacts. It is the last step before level four - Contact.
The Pop Culture Zone - Allison D. Smith 2016-08-03
Why bring pop culture into the composition classroom? Because it's something you know and can get
passionate about. THE POP CULTURE ZONE: WRITING CRITICALLY ABOUT POPULAR CULTURE, 2nd
Edition, focuses on your relationship with pop culture - such as film, television, social networks, and
advertisements - and how that relationship can help you become a better critical thinker, reader, and
writer. You'll learn to summarize your views effectively, listen to viewpoints that are different from your
own, compare and contrast, and present ideas in a way that creates a continuing conversation of ideas.
Each student text is packaged with a free Cengage Essential Reference Card to the MLA HANDBOOK,
Eighth Edition.
Homing with the Birds - Gene Stratton-Porter 1919
“Homing with the Birds” is a book in which one comes into intimate contact with one's feathered friends, to
the extent of feeling that they actually have personalities! This is doubtless because Mrs. Porter is a true
and devoted friend to them herself, and has been so since her childhood. She says: "Almost my first distinct
memory is connected with a bird." and then proceeds to tell how this was upon an occasion when she was
willing to deny herself the joy of eating cherries in order that woodpeckers in the neighborhood might not
be killed! Many such incidents of the author's childhood are in the book, demonstrating her intense, almost
romantic, attachment to the feathered tribes. The book is more than a record of bird life, it is that of a
charming young, growing human life deeply concerned with the things of nature. At the same time it is full
of information not only delightful but useful for birdlovers and students of natural history and outdoor
matters.
Super Pro K.O. Vol. 3: Gold for Glory - Jarrett Williams 2016-06-29
In the rough and tumble world of Super Pro K.O., professional wrestling is no joke. With contenders of
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Coloring Book! This inspiring coloring book lets you bring your favorite Vera Bradley patterns to life with a
pop of gorgeous color. Printed on heavy cardstock with a satin ribbon bookmark and foil-embellished cover,
this unique book offers 20 lovely coloring cards all featuring authentic Vera Bradley patterns. Each design
was selected to inspire you to embrace tomorrow with optimism and hope. Each card detaches easily from
the book to share with friends. On the back you will find the name of the design, a beautifully uplifting
quote, and lines for personal notes. The Vera Bradley Color Strong Coloring Book offers a wonderfully
creative way to find the beauty in each day.
Antiques Ravin' - Barbara Allan 2019-04-30
“This humorous cozy—with its well-drawn, quirky characters—is a hoot.” —Booklist When a series of creepy
crimes plagues an ill-fated Edgar Allan Poe festival, newly elected county sheriff Vivian Borne, along with
her reluctant deputy daughter Brandy and spunky shih tzu Sushi, springs into action. A purloined tome, a
black cat, a musty mausoleum, and mysterious disappearances—these tell the tale of a heartless murderer.
But Vivian and Brandy Borne are determined to decipher the cryptic clues to make sure a ravin’-mad killer
strikes “nevermore”! Don’t miss Brandy Borne’s tips on white elephant sales! Praise for Barbara Allan and
the Trash ‘n’ Treasures Mysteries “Plenty of plausible suspects make this one of the best in Allan's longrunning series, which is always humorous and full of tips for antiques hunters.” —Kirkus Reviews “Cozy
fans will enjoy spending time with Vivian and Brandy and friends.” —Publishers Weekly “A madcap series
with non-stop humor.” —RT Book Reviews

every kind battling for glory on a nightly basis, there's tons of drama inside and outside the ring! Current
SPKO champion and arrogant heel King Crown Jr prepares for a match against mysterious newcomer Bad
Bad Butch O'Rowdy, who may care more about settling a personal score with Crown than the title itself.
Meanwhile, hotshot Joe Somiano is getting used to the spotlight as his career takes off, but will it be
stopped with the arrival of baseball superstar turned wrestler Romeo Colossus?
Relief Work as Pilgrimage - M.J. Heisey 2015-08-20
In 1945, Elsie C. Bechtel left her Ohio home for the tiny French commune of Lavercantière, where for
nearly three years she cared for children displaced by the ravages of war. This book, based her diary, oral
testimony, and archival research, draws on these various contexts to establish the complexity and
significance of pilgrimage and humanitarian service as intercultural exchanges.
The Book of Endings - Leslie Harrison 2017-01-01
Vera Bradley Coloring Collection - Vera Bradley 2017-02-07
Bring your favorite Vera Bradley patterns to life with the four beautiful coloring books in this attractive
boxed set. Each unique book offers 20 lovely coloring cards to share with friends.
Vera Bradley Color Strong Coloring Book - Vera Bradley 2017-02-07
Life can be tough, but you are strong, so make the most of each day with the Vera Bradley Color Strong
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